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a b s t r a c t
We consider a prediction of a scalar variable based on both a function-valued variable and
a finite number of real-valued variables. For the estimation of the regression parameters,
which include the infinite dimensional function as well as the slope parameters for the
real-valued variables, it is inevitable to impose some kind of regularization. We consider
two different approaches, which are shown to achieve the same convergence rate of the
mean squared prediction error under respective assumptions. One is based on functional
principal components regression (FPCR) and the alternative is functional ridge regression
(FRR) based on Tikhonov regularization. Also, numerical studies are carried out for a
simulation data and a real data.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Prediction of the response based on a function-valued predictor variable arises inmany applications.When the predictor
variable is function-valued, functional regression model has attracted considerable attention for estimation and prediction.
There is rich body of literature on functional linear regression (see, e.g., [16,6,17,5,15,12,8,7]) and on nonparametric
functional regression (see, e.g., [9]). In particular, Cai andHall [5], Apanasovich andGoldstein [4], Crambes et al. [8], Yuan and
Cai [21] and Cardot and Johannes [7] studied the convergence rate of the mean squared prediction error in functional linear
regression. Aneiros-Pérez [1] applied nonparametric functional regression approach to a time series prediction problem.
In addition to a random function, more variables are often involved in explaining the variation in a response variable in
practice. In such case, including those variables to a regression model will improve the predictive ability of the model. For
example, [17] predicted total annual precipitation for Canadian weather stations from the pattern of temperature variation
throughout the year. However, annual precipitation in Canada is attributable to geographical area. So, the prediction of
the annual precipitation can be improved by taking consideration of the geographical regions as well as the temperature
patterns.
It is frequently the case that a response is related to both a vector of finite length and a function-valued random variable
as predictor variables. With a square integrable random function X on a compact set T in R and a p-dimensional vector
of random variables z, we suppose that the scalar response Y is linearly related to predictor variables (z, X) through the
relationship
Y = zTβ+
∫
T
γ (t)X(t)dt + ε, (1)
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where γ is a square integrable function on T and ε is a random error such that E[ε] = 0, E[zε] = 0, and E[X(t)ε] = 0 for
all t ∈ T . Model (1) generalizes both the classical linear regression model and functional linear regression model which
correspond to the cases γ = 0 and β = 0, respectively. Moreover, this model includes the analysis of covariance model
where the covariate is a random function, i.e., the model represents functional linear models between a scalar variable Y
and a function-valued random variable X for each group simultaneously with the zk being scalar-valued indicator variables
associated with subgroups. Recently, Aneiros-Pérez and Vieu [2] introduced a semi-functional partial linear regression
model by modeling the relationship of functional predictor with the response nonparametrically. Also, Aneiros-Pérez and
Vieu [3] extended a semi-functional partial linear model to a time series prediction problem.
It is well known that the estimation of γ in (1) belongs to the class of ill-posed inverse problem. As a result, it
involves regularization procedures. Zhang et al. [22] proposed a two-stage functional mixed effects model and estimated
the regression coefficient function by periodic smoothing splines using a two-stage nonparametric regression calibration
method. Shin [19] and Reiss and Ogden [18] proposed the estimators of β and γ by generalizing the FPCR-based estimation
method in the functional linear regression, where a random function X is only a predictor variable, to the partial functional
linear regression.
While the FPCR approach has been popularly used in functional linear regression literature, it may not sometimes be
efficient for prediction purpose. Since it uses only the first few principal functions, some other principal functions, which
plays an important role in prediction, are possibly left out of the model. As an alternative, we propose functional ridge
regression (FRR) based on Tikhonov regularization. The Tikhonov regularization approach for a functional linear regression
problem dates back to Frank and Friedman [10] and Hastie and Mallow [13].
In this paper, our main interest lies in the prediction of Y than the estimation of β and γ . Specifically, we investigate the
convergence rate of the mean squared prediction error for a predictor given by zTn+1β + T γ (t)Xn+1(t)dt on a new pair of
predictor variables (zn+1, Xn+1), particularly with the FPCR and FRR-based estimators of β and γ . As a result, we show that
the proposed ridge-type estimator is able to achieve the same convergence rate of the mean squared prediction error as the
FPCR-based estimator under some regularity conditions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces two estimation methods and Section 3
investigates the convergence rate of themean squared prediction error for the proposed estimators. Section 4 then provides
a simulation study and an application to growth data. All proofs are collected in the Appendix.
2. Model assumptions and estimation
Let Y be a real-valued randomvariable defined on a probability space (Ω,B, P). Similarly, let z be a p-dimensional vector
of random variables with zero means and finite second moments and let {X(t) : t ∈ T } be a zero-mean and second-order
stochastic process defined on (Ω,B, P)with sample paths in L2(T ), the set of all square integrable functions on T . Let ⟨·, ·⟩
and ‖ · ‖ represent, respectively, the L2(T ) inner product and norm.
Let KYX (·) = Cov(Y , X(·)) and define Kz = Var(z),KzY = Cov(z, Y ), and KzX (·) = Cov(z, X(·)) = (Kz1X (·), . . . , KzpX (·))T .
Then, it can be shown from the relation (1) that the regression coefficient function γ must satisfy
Tγ = KYX − βTKzX , (2)
where T is the covariance operator of X , and the regression coefficient vector βmust satisfy
Kzβ = KzY − ⟨KzX , γ ⟩ (3)
with ⟨KzX , γ ⟩ = (⟨Kz1X , γ ⟩, . . . , ⟨KzpX , γ ⟩)T . The compact operator T is not invertible and so the linear equation (2) has
more than one solution. To ensure the existence and uniqueness of the regression weight function γ in the model (1), we
assume that
∞−
j=1

⟨KYX − βTKzX , φj⟩
λj
2
<∞, (4)
where the (λj, φj) are the eigenvalue and eigenfunction pairs of T . Thismodel assumption gives the constraint on the Fourier
coefficients for γ in Section 3 where bmust be always greater than 1/2.
We further assume that E‖X‖2 <∞ and the covariance function of the process denoted by KX is continuous on T × T .
The eigenvalues are assumed to be λ1 > λ2 > · · · > 0 throughout the paper for convenience.
Let (zi, Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n, be independent realizations of (z, X, Y ) generated by the model (1). The random errors εi
are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated with E[εi] = 0 and Var(εi) = σ 2 and to be independent of the zi’s and Xi’s.
To estimate the regression parameters β and γ , we first recall the FPCR-based estimation method in [19]. Letλj,φj be
pairs of eigenvalue and eigenfunction for the covariance operatorT associated with KX (s, t) = n−1∑ni=1 Xi(s)Xi(t) andλ1 ≥λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0. Then, the FPCR-based estimators for β and γ were given byβm = (ZT (I− Sm)Z)−1ZT (I− Sm)Y, (5)
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and
γm(·) = m−
j=1
γmjφj(·) (6)
with γm := (γm1, . . . ,γmm)T = (UTmUm)−1UTm(Y− Zβm)
provided that ZT (I − Sm)Z is invertible, where Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)T , Z = [z1, . . . , zn]T , and Sm = Um(UTmUm)−1UTm with
Um = {⟨Xi,φj⟩}i=1:n,j=1:m form ≤ n− p.
We now propose an alternative estimation method based on Tikhonov regularization which uses a ridge parameter ρ
rather than the cutoffm as a tuning parameter. So, instead of truncating out someprincipal components, themethod imposes
the ridge penalty on γ . This method generalizes the ridge regression to the case where a function-valued random variable
is involved as a predictor variable. LetT+ = (T + ρI)−1, where ρ > 0 and I be the identity operator. Then, we suggest
γρ =T+(KYX −βTρKzX ), (7)
so that (⟨γρ, X1⟩, . . . , ⟨γρ, Xn⟩)T = Sρ(Y− Zβρ) and
βρ = ZT (I− Sρ)2Z−1 ZT (I− Sρ)2Y (8)
with Sρ =

1
n
∑∞
j=1
⟨Xi,φj⟩⟨Xi′ ,φj⟩λj+ρ

i,i′=1:n
.
Remark 1. The estimator (8) is obtained by minimizing
n−
i=1
(Yi − zTi β− ⟨γ¯ρ, Xi⟩)2,
with γ¯ρ =T+ n−1∑ni=1 Xi(Yi − zTi β), over β. There are other possibilities for estimators of β beyondβρ . One option is the
penalized least squares estimator with the ridge penalty:βρ = (ZT (I− Sρ)Z)−1ZT (I− Sρ)Y. (9)
However, one can find that the convergence of the estimator (9) occurs at polynomial rate that is strictly slower than n−1.
Remark 2. The estimationmethods in this paper are designed for use in situationswhere a functional predictor ismeasured
at a dense grid of regularly space time points. For situations where this is not the case, it may be feasible to use the basis
function representation approach of Ramsay and Silverman [17] to deal with unbalanced or missing data.
3. Convergence rate
In this section, we shall derive the convergence rate of the mean squared prediction error given by
MSPE = E[(zTn+1β+ ⟨γ , Xn+1⟩ − zTn+1β− ⟨γ , Xn+1⟩)2|zi, Xi, Yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n]
for a new pair of predictor variables (zn+1, Xn+1) taking from the same population as the data and independent of the data.
Note that
MSPE ≤ 2(β− β)TKz(β− β)+ 2‖γ − γ ‖2KX ,
where ‖f ‖2KX =

T

T
KX (s, t)f (s)f (t)dsdt .
We suppose that the square integrable random function X satisfies
E‖X‖4 <∞ (10)
and for some constant C ,
E[U4j ] ≤ Cλ2j , j ≥ 1, (11)
with Uj = ⟨X, φj⟩. For convenience, here and elsewhere, C may change from line to line. Of the eigenvalues λj, we assume
that there exist some constants C and a > 1 such that
C−1j−a ≤ λj ≤ Cj−a, λj − λj+1 ≥ Cj−a−1, j ≥ 1. (12)
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For the Fourier coefficients γj, we assume that there exist some constant C and b > 1/2 such that
|γj| ≤ Cj−b, j ≥ 1. (13)
We also assume that the random vector z satisfies
E‖z‖4Rp <∞, (14)
where ‖x‖Rp = (xTx)1/2 is the usual vector norm in Rp and that there exists some constant C such that for each k,
|λ−1j ⟨KzkX , φj⟩| ≤ Cj−b, j ≥ 1. (15)
Now let ηik = zik − ⟨gk, Xi⟩with gk =∑∞j=1 λ−1j ⟨KzkX , φj⟩φj and assume that
for each k, η1k, . . . , ηnk are i.i.d. random variables such that (16)
E[η1k|X1, . . . , Xn] = 0 and E[η21k|X1, . . . , Xn] = Bkk,
where Bkk is the kth diagonal element of B = E[η1ηT1]with η1 = (η11, . . . , η1p)T . Furthermore, we need that
B is a positive definite matrix. (17)
Let an ∼ bn mean that there exist constants 0 < L < M < ∞ such that L ≤ an/bn ≤ M for all n. We then have the
following results for the FPCR-based estimation.
Theorem 1. Assume that (10)–(17) hold and m ∼ n1/(a+2b). Then, for a > 1 and b > a/2+ 1,
√
n(βm − β) d−→ N(0, σ 2B−1), (18)
‖γm − γ ‖2KX = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)), (19)
so
MSPE = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)). (20)
Remark 1. 1. Shin [19] focused on the estimation of the regression parameters than the prediction of Y . Specifically, the
performance of the estimatorγ was evaluated with respect to ‖ · ‖ in [19] while Theorem 1 evaluates the performance ofγ
according to ‖ · ‖KX and consequently provides the rate of the prediction error dominated by (19).
Next, we address the prediction rate based on the ridge-type estimators in (7) and (8). The assumption (12) is now
replaced by
C−1j−a ≤ λj ≤ Cj−a. (21)
Theorem 2. Assume that (10), (11), (13)–(17) and (21) hold. We also assume that ρ ∼ n−a/(a+2b). For a > 1, b > 1/2, and
2b− 1 ≤ a < 2b,
√
n(βρ − β) d−→ N(0, σ 2B−1), (22)
‖γρ − γ ‖2KX = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)), (23)
so
MSPE = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)). (24)
Theorems 1 and 2 show that asymptotic normality of the estimated regression coefficients for the predictor variables of
finite length is achievedwhether the functional predictor ismodeled to the response parametrically (partial functional linear
model) or nonparametrically (semi-functional partial linearmodel). Note that onemay derive the prediction rate depending
only on the smoothness of regression weight function (e.g., [6,4]). However, Theorems 1 and 2 show that the prediction rate
can be improved by considering the smoothness of the covariance function KX and the smoothness of regression weight
function as in functional linear regression [5,8].
Remark 2. Conditions (10)–(13) are required in the classical functional linear regression (see, [5,12]), whereas conditions
(14)–(17) are needed to deal with the linear part corresponding to the vector-type predictor variable of the partial functional
linear model and these assumptions are quite parallel to those for semi-functional partial linear regression in [2]. Though
the polynomial decay of λj is usual, the assumptionmay be a bit strong. Recently, Johannes [14] and Cardot and Johannes [7]
attained the parametric rate up to a power of a log n factor for the prediction error in the functional linear regressionwhen λj
decays exponentially, i.e., λj ∼ e−ja for some a > 0.We empirically observed that this is likely true for the partial functional
linear regression.
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Remark 3. Condition (21) is weaker than (12). So, the spacing condition on the eigenvalues is not necessary for the ridge-
type estimator to get the same convergence rate as for the FPCR-based estimator. Similar to the proofs of Theorem 4.1 of
Hall and Horowitz [11] and Theorem 2 of Hall and Horowitz [12], our method of proof requires the upper bound on a in
Theorem 2. However, the condition 2b− 1 ≤ a < 2b is weaker than the condition b > a/2+ 1 in the sense that the latter
one requires b > 3/2 while the former one permits a slower rate of decay of γj.
Remark 4. Note that ‖βρ − β‖2Rp = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)) under the same conditions as Theorem 2. So, one still can have
the same mean squared prediction rate withβρ and the corresponding estimator of γ denoted byγρ . However, one must
choose the smaller tuning parameter ρ to achieve the rate n−1 and this has the consequence of undersmoothing γ .
4. Simulation study and an application
In this section, we provide numerical examples to illustrate the finite sample behavior of the proposed estimators in the
previous section.
To implement our estimation methods, we need to know how to choose the tuning parameter. For this purpose, one
can use leave-one-curve-out cross-validation of the prediction error. One could use GCV to make the choice of the tuning
parameter computationally feasible:
GCV =
n∑
i=1
(Yi −Yi)2
1− n−1tr(H)2 , (25)
where H is defined for Y = (Y1, . . . ,Yn)T = HY. Note that Hm = Sm + (I − Sm)Z(ZT (I − Sm)Z)−1ZT (I − Sm) and
Hρ = Sρ + (I− Sρ)Z(ZT (I− Sρ)2Z)−1ZT (I− Sρ)2 in (25), respectively.
4.1. Simulation study
To study the prediction performance established in Theorems 1 and 2, we generated samples of n = 100, 500 and 1000
from themodel (1) where T = [0, 1], β = (2,−1, 1.5, 5,−1.7)T and the errors εi were normally distributedwith themean
0 and the standard deviation 0.5. We took γ (t) =∑1≤j≤50 γjφj and X(t) =∑1≤j≤50 Ujφj(t), where
• φ1 ≡ 1 and φj(t) =
√
2 cos((j− 1)π t) for j ≥ 2,
• Uj’s were distributed as independent normal with the mean 0 and the variance λj’s,
• γ1 = 0.3 and γj = 4(−1)j+1j−b for j ≥ 2.
We set the conditional distribution of z = (z1, . . . , z5)T given the Uj to be a multivariate normal distribution with the mean
vector ((1 + λ1)−1/2U1, . . . , (1 + λ5)−1/2U5)T and the variance–covariance matrix V = {vkl} with vkk = (1 + λk)−1 and
vkl = 0.7{(1+λk)(1+λl)}1/2 for k, l = 1, . . . , 5, so that z has a multivariate normal distribution with the zero-mean vector and the
variance–covariance matrix whose diagonal elements are 1 and off-diagonal elements are vkl. Then, the cross correlations
between X and z are given by KzkX (t) = λk(1+λk)1/2 φk(t).
We used 4 different sets of the eigenvalues, {λj}. In the two settings, λj = j−a and different values of a are considered. In
the other two settings, eigenvalues are ‘‘closely spaced’’ as in [12]: λ1 = 1, λj = 0.22(1 − 0.0001j)2 if 2 ≤ j ≤ 4, λ5j+k =
0.22{(5j)−a/2 − 0.0001k}2 for j ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ 4.
1. Set a = 1.1 and b = 2 with the well spaced eigenvalues.
2. Set a = 1.1 and b = 2 with the closely spaced eigenvalues.
3. Set a = 3 and b = 2 with the well spaced eigenvalues.
4. Set a = 3 and b = 2 with the closely spaced eigenvalues.
Note that the amount of variation in Y generated under these 4 different settings is very similar. Remark on closely spaced
eigenvalues that there exists a constant C such that C−1l−a ≤ 0.22(5(j+ 1))−a ≤ λl ≤ 0.22(5j)−a ≤ Cl−a for l = 5j+ kwith
j ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ 4.
In each sample, the tuning parameters are chosen to minimize the GCV criterion. Independent test samples of size 1000
were drawn to compute the prediction mean squared error (MSE). All our results report the average over 500 replications
for each setting.
Table 1 shows the average and standard error of prediction MSE of the twomethods in 4 different experiments from 500
repetitions. There is a general tendency for the prediction error to decrease as n increases. FPCR shows better prediction
performance than FRR in setting 1 while FRR is better than FPCR in settings 3 and 4. Notice that setting 1 satisfied the
assumptions for Theorem 1 and settings 3 and 4 satisfied the assumptions for Theorem 2.
The average and standard error of the tuning parameter values selected by GCV are reported in Table 2. As assumed
in Theorems 1 and 2, the selected mˆ (ρˆ) increases (decreases) as n increases. Table 3 summarizes the average squared
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Table 1
Themean and standard error of predictionMSE. The values in parenthesis are
standard error.
n Prediction MSE
FPCR FRR
Setting 1
100 0.04423(0.0229) 0.05566(0.0197)
500 0.00913(0.0038) 0.01420(0.0037)
1000 0.00478(0.0018) 0.00793(0.0019)
Setting 2
100 0.03373(0.0224) 0.03110(0.0151)
500 0.00641(0.0038) 0.00708(0.0026)
1000 0.00328(0.0017) 0.00383(0.0014)
Setting 3
100 0.03325(0.0252) 0.02636(0.0129)
500 0.00631(0.0037) 0.00541(0.0023)
1000 0.00322(0.0017) 0.00282(0.0012)
Setting 4
100 0.03383(0.0258) 0.02652(0.0126)
500 0.00597(0.0038) 0.00483(0.0022)
1000 0.00284(0.0017) 0.00246(0.0012)
Table 2
The mean and standard error of the estimatedm and ρ by GCV, denoted by mˆ and ρˆ.
n mˆ ρˆ
Setting 1
100 6.098(3.8431) 0.06075(0.0190)
500 7.874(3.4219) 0.03027(0.0043)
1000 8.942(3.5552) 0.02206(0.0023)
Setting 2
100 4.602(3.1227) 0.01651(0.0108)
500 5.058(2.8808) 0.00668(0.0019)
1000 5.350(2.8041) 0.00498(0.0011)
Setting 3
100 3.892(3.2076) 0.01301(0.0070)
500 4.514(2.6623) 0.00552(0.0021)
1000 5.010(2.4449) 0.00375(0.0013)
Setting 4
100 4.382(2.7962) 0.00803(0.0086)
500 4.758(2.4247) 0.00209(0.0010)
1000 4.748(2.2005) 0.00147(0.0007)
error ofγ andβ with the selected tuning parameter values. Note that the notions of errors are defined as ‖γ − γ ‖KX and
‖β− β‖R5 = ∑5k=1(βk − βk)21/2.
It is interesting to see the difference between the result of Hall and Horowitz [12] and ours. Hall and Horowitz focused on
the estimation of the function γ in functional linear regression by FPCR and FRR approaches and obtained the convergence
rate of the corresponding estimators under respective assumptions. In their simulation study, regardless of the conditions
on a and b, FPCR has better estimation performance than FRR in the well spaced eigenvalues settings (here settings 1 and
3) while FRR has better estimation performance than FPCR in closely spaced eigenvalues settings (here settings 2 and
4). However, we found that both estimation performance for γ and prediction performance of FPCR and FRR approaches
depend on values of a related to b as in assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2. We also empirically observed that the estimation
performance of both FPCR and FRR approaches for βˆ is not much affected by the eigenvalue spacing condition and the
condition on the relation of a and b. Note that we fixed b = 2 in our simulation study as in their simulation study. Also, note
that they selected the tuning parameters to minimize the mean integrated squared error (MISE) of γ while we chosen m
and ρ to minimize GCV.
Note that unreported simulation study also showed that the expected prediction rate is achieved in the setting where
the z variables and X are uncorrelated each other. This indicates that the prediction rate is not affected by the presence of
moderate correlations among predictor variables.
4.2. Berkeley growth study data
The growth data that we are using were collected from the Berkeley growth study [20]. The data are available from the
‘fda’ package in R and the detailed descriptions are also provided in [17]. The heights of 39 boys and 54 girls from age 1 to
18 at a set of 31 ages were collected. There are four measurements while the child is one year old, annual measurements
from two to eight years, followed by heights measured biannually. Fig. 1 shows the growth curves of 39 boys and 54 girls.
We are interested in predicting the heights at age older than 10 years from the former growth information up to 10 years
old. So, we set X as the heights from age 1 to 10. To assess the predictive ability, we randomly selected 20 of the 93
observations for a test data; 10 boys (observation numbers 12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 30, 34, 38) and 10 girls (observation
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Table 3
The mean and standard error of ‖γ − γ ‖2KX and ‖β− β‖2R5 .
n ‖γ − γ ‖2KX ‖β− β‖2R5
FPCR FRR FPCR FRR
Setting 1
100 0.04683(0.0294) 0.06035(0.0297) 0.05981(0.0445) 0.06397(0.0481)
500 0.00993(0.0050) 0.01497(0.0058) 0.01033(0.0074) 0.01048(0.0073)
1000 0.00492(0.0023) 0.00820(0.0028) 0.00485(0.0035) 0.00494(0.0036)
Setting 2
100 0.02802(0.0233) 0.02490(0.0172) 0.04876(0.0370) 0.04871(0.0377)
500 0.00532(0.0044) 0.00600(0.0033) 0.00862(0.0063) 0.00866(0.0063)
1000 0.00279(0.0021) 0.00333(0.0017) 0.00413(0.0030) 0.00414(0.0031)
Setting 3
100 0.02794(0.0257) 0.02065(0.0156) 0.04849(0.0370) 0.04753(0.0362)
500 0.00528(0.0042) 0.00433(0.0030) 0.00869(0.0063) 0.00862(0.0062)
1000 0.00277(0.0020) 0.00234(0.0016) 0.00416(0.0031) 0.00415(0.0031)
Setting 4
100 0.02805(0.0255) 0.02053(0.0155) 0.04864(0.0374) 0.04732(0.0359)
500 0.00480(0.0043) 0.00364(0.0029) 0.00858(0.0063) 0.00851(0.0062)
1000 0.00235(0.0020) 0.00195(0.0016) 0.00411(0.0031) 0.00411(0.0031)
Fig. 1. The heights of 39 boys (black) and 54 girls (red) at 31 ages. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
numbers 43, 48, 54, 57, 72, 73, 75, 77, 78, 90). Since the growth rates between boys and girls are different, we consider the
model
Yi = α + βzi +
∫ 10
1
γ (t)Xi(t)dt + εi, i = 1, . . . , 73, (26)
where zi = 1 if the ith observation is boy and zi = 0 otherwise. Note that we treated the height of an observation at a
specific age s for s = 10.5, 11, 11.5, . . . , 18 as the response variable Y := Ys.
In our analysis, we first centered the Y , z and X values so that their means are 0 and then applied our estimation
methods (abbreviated as pflr.FPCR and pflr.FRR subsequently) to this centered data. The intercept was then computed byα = Y¯ −β z¯ − ⟨γ , X¯⟩. The resulting predicted height of observations in the test sample is given by
Yi =α +βzi + ∫ 10
1
γ (t)Xi(t)dt, i ∈ I
with I being the index set of observations in the test sample. Fig. 2 shows the predicted heights of the first 4 boys and 4 girls
in the test sample.
We also fit the following models to the training data
• functional linear model, E[Y |X] = α +  101 γ (t)X(t)dt ,
• separate functional linear models to boy and girl: E[YI(z = j)|X] = αj +
 10
1 γj(t)X(t)dt for j = 0, 1,
by FPCR and FRR approaches (abbreviated as flr.FPCR, flr.FRR, sepflr.FPCR and sepflr.FRR, respectively) and then predicted
the heights of observations in the test sample. The plot in the right panel of Fig. 3 shows the prediction errors for the test
sample at age s given by 120
∑
i∈I(Ys,i −Ys,i)2. Similarly, the prediction errors for the training sample of 73 observations by
various approaches are displayed in the left panel of Fig. 3.
We observed that the prediction errors are the smallest at age 10.5 and increase as the age gets farther from age 10.
We also observed that the models including the gender effect improve the predictive ability dramatically after age 16 and
pflr.FPCR produced slightly smaller errors than pflr.FRR except at age 12–12.5. However, the predictive ability of separate
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(a) pflr.FPCR.
(b) pflr.FRR.
Fig. 2. The heights of the first 4 boys and 4 girls in the test sample and their predicted heights at age 10.5–18 by partial functional linear model.
functional linear models for the test sample deteriorates around age 14. When the gender effect is not considered to explain
the variation in Y , the heights for boys were underestimated and those for girls were overestimated after age 12. This is
because boys are still growing fast while girls nearly stop growing around age 12–13. Some predicted heights by functional
linear model even bent downward as the child gets older.
We constructed the 95% confidence intervals for β from our approaches (pflr.FPCR and pflr.FRR) and displayed in Fig. 4.
CIs only from age 13 to 14 include 0 and for the rest of age, the gender effect is significantly contributed to explain the
variation in Y . This agrees with Fig. 3 that there is no significant difference in the training and test prediction errors between
partial functional linear model and functional linear model at age 13–14. Before age 12.5, boys tend to be smaller than girls
whereas after age 14.5, the pattern is reversed.
Fig. 5 shows the γ at age 10.5–18 obtained by our approaches (i.e., pflr.FPCR and pflr.FRR). Each curve represents the
estimated regression coefficient function at a specific age. We observed that the heights at age 10.5–12 are strongly positive
correlated at age 10 and are not significantly related to earlier growth information before age 10 while the heights at age
12.5–18 are more widely related to earlier growth information before age 10.
To assess the performance of prediction for new data by our approaches, we have randomly built 100 training samples of
73 observations and test samples of 20 observations (10 boys and 10 girls) and then analyzed these data by partial functional
linearmodel, functional linearmodel and separate functional linearmodels to obtain test prediction errors. The average and
standard error of test prediction errors at a specific age are given in Table 4. The partial functional linearmodelwith different
intercepts and same slope function for boy and girl generally performs better than other linear models.
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Fig. 3. The training prediction errors (left) and test prediction errors (right) at age 10.5–18 by partial functional linear model, functional linear model and
separate functional linear models to boy and girl.
Fig. 4. The 95% confidence intervals for β at age 10.5–18 by partial functional linear model.
Table 4
The mean and standard error of test prediction errors at a specific age by partial functional linear model, functional linear model and separate functional
linear models to boy and girl.
Age Test prediction error
pflr.FPCR pflr.FRR flr.FPCR flr.FRR sepflr.FPCR sepflr.FRR
10.5 0.731(1.235) 0.515(0.695) 0.792(1.219) 0.577(0.675) 0.473(0.625) 0.368(0.281)
11 1.865(2.447) 1.435(1.388) 2.272(2.422) 1.828(1.352) 1.464(1.135) 1.241(0.639)
11.5 3.446(2.935) 2.875(1.750) 4.545(3.021) 3.940(1.833) 3.857(1.452) 3.350(1.058)
12 5.821(2.473) 5.249(1.763) 7.434(2.763) 6.725(1.921) 7.004(2.328) 6.136(1.899)
12.5 8.207(2.259) 7.719(1.970) 10.189(2.591) 9.391(2.485) 9.621(3.923) 8.878(3.158)
13 11.513(2.686) 11.471(2.617) 12.445(2.785) 11.868(2.807) 13.901(6.934) 12.788(5.360)
13.5 15.039(3.523) 15.179(3.470) 14.577(3.341) 14.714(3.285) 18.224(9.503) 16.481(7.186)
14 17.203(4.169) 17.581(4.159) 17.447(3.727) 18.110(4.043) 21.167(10.909) 18.739(8.054)
14.5 16.804(4.455) 17.464(4.542) 21.003(4.648) 21.085(4.749) 20.745(9.128) 18.453(7.158)
15 14.572(4.183) 15.114(4.309) 25.153(5.811) 23.844(5.645) 17.297(6.198) 15.461(4.774)
15.5 12.389(3.821) 12.715(3.870) 29.467(6.895) 26.865(6.642) 13.534(4.609) 12.467(3.974)
16 11.452(3.889) 11.653(3.862) 33.140(8.080) 30.373(7.686) 12.036(4.615) 11.455(3.982)
16.5 11.518(3.987) 11.526(3.900) 36.759(9.219) 33.723(8.686) 12.177(4.766) 11.744(4.146)
17 11.981(4.036) 11.777(4.002) 39.264(9.929) 36.164(9.333) 12.829(5.022) 12.337(4.321)
17.5 12.631(4.191) 12.253(4.132) 41.439(10.544) 38.223(9.927) 13.693(5.239) 12.936(4.507)
18 13.419(4.598) 12.773(4.341) 43.485(10.987) 40.131(10.253) 14.432(5.239) 13.522(4.710)
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Fig. 5. The estimated regression coefficient function γ at age 10.5–12 (left) and 12.5–18 (right) by pflr.FPCR (top) and pflr.FRR (bottom). Each curve
represents the estimated regression coefficient function at a specific age.
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Appendix. Proofs
We provide here the proofs of the theorems in Section 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of (18) was given in [19]. So, we start to prove (19). For this, we have
‖γm − γ ‖2KX = ∞−
r=1
λr⟨γm − γ , φj⟩2
≤ 2
∞−
r=1
λr

m−
j=1
γmjφj − m−
j=1
γjφj, φr
2
+ 2
∞−
r=1
λr
 ∞−
j=m+1
γjφj, φr
2
≤ 4
∞−
r=1
λr

m−
j=1
γmj(φj − φj), φr2 + 4 m−
j=1
λj(γmj − γj)2 + 2 ∞−
j=m+1
λjγ
2
j
:= A1 + A2 + A3.
First, observe that
A3 =
∞−
j=m+1
λjγ
2
j ≤ C
∞−
j=m+1
j−(a+2b) = O(m−(a+2b−1)).
It can be easily shown thatγmj = ⟨KYX −βTmKzX ,φj⟩/λj withKYX (t) = n−1∑ni=1 YiXi(t) andKzX (t) = n−1∑ni=1 ziXi(t). Next,
observe thatγmj − γj = λ−1j ⟨KYX −βTKzX ,φj⟩ − λ−1j ⟨KYX − βTKzX , φj⟩
= λ−1j (⟨∆1,φj − φj⟩ + ⟨KYX − βTKzX ,φj − φj⟩ + ⟨∆1, φj⟩)+ (λ−1j − λ−1j )⟨KYX − βTKzX , φj⟩,
where∆1 = KYX −βTKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ). Define the event Fm = {|λˆj − λj| ≤ (2C)−1j−a−1, j = 1, . . . ,m}. Then, it can be
shown that on Fm,
A2 ≤ 4
m−
j=1
λjλ−2j ⟨∆1,φj − φj⟩2 + ⟨KYX − βTKzX ,φj − φj⟩2 + ⟨∆1, φj⟩2+ 4 m−
j=1
λj(λ−1j − λ−1j )2⟨KYX − βTKzX , φj⟩2
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= Op(1)

n−1m+ n−1
m−
j=1
λ−1j γ
2
j + n−2
m−
j=1
λ−1j j
2

= Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b))
using the fact that ‖∆1‖ = Op(n−1/2), ‖φj − φj‖2 = Op(n−1j2), ⟨KzkX − KzkX , φj⟩2 = Op(n−1λj), and ⟨KYX − βTKzX − (KYX −
βTKzX ), φj⟩2 = Op(n−1λj) under the assumptions (10)–(17). Also, on Fm,
A1 ≤ ‖T‖∞

m−
j=1
γmj‖φj − φj‖2
≤ 2m‖T‖∞

m−
j=1
γ 2j ‖φj − φj‖2 + m−
j=1
(γmj − γj)2‖φj − φj‖2
= Op

n−1m
m−
j=1
γ 2j j
2

+ Op

n−1m
m−
j=1
(γmj − γj)2j2
= Op(n−1m). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let f = (⟨γ , X1⟩, . . . , ⟨γ , Xn⟩)T and γ¯ρ be Tikhonov-regularized estimator of the following regression
problem
Y ∗i = ⟨γ , Xi⟩ + εi
with Y ∗i = Yi − zTi β. Then, ⟨γ¯ρ, Xi⟩ =
∑∞
j=1

n−1∑ni′=1 Y∗i′ Xi′ ,φjλj+ρ φj, Xi

and so
f¯ρ = (⟨γ¯ρ, X1⟩, . . . , ⟨γ¯ρ, Xn⟩)T = Sρ(Y ∗1 , . . . , Y ∗n )T = Sρ(f+ ε).
First we observe that
n−1(f− f¯ρ)T (f− f¯ρ) = ‖γ¯ρ − γ ‖2KX + ⟨∆(γ¯ρ − γ ), γ¯ρ − γ ⟩
with∆ =T − T . Since ‖γ¯ρ − γ ‖2 = Op(n−(2b−1)/(a+2b)) from Hall and Horowitz [12] and one can show that ‖γ¯ρ − γ ‖2KX =
Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)) in a similar way to the proof of (23), it follows that
E[n−1(f− f¯ρ)T (f− f¯ρ)] = O(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b) + n−1/2n−(2b−1)/(a+2b)).
Consequently, we have
E[n−1fT (I− Sρ)2f] ≤ E[n−1(f− f¯ρ)T (f− f¯ρ)] = O(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)) (A.1)
and
n−1σ 2E[tr(S2ρ)] ≤ E[n−1(f− f¯ρ)T (f− f¯ρ)] = O(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)) (A.2)
since (f− f¯ρ)T (f− f¯ρ) = fT (I− Sρ)2f− 2fT (I− Sρ)Sρε+ εTS2ρε.
We will begin by showing that
n−1ZT (I− Sρ)2Z p−→ B. (A.3)
Let z(k) = (z1k, . . . , znk)T , g(k) = (⟨gk, X1⟩, . . . , ⟨gk, Xn⟩)T and η(k) = (η1k, . . . , ηnk)T . Then, observe that
zT(k)(I− Sρ)2z(l) = gT(k)(I− Sρ)2g(l) + 2gT(k)(I− Sρ)2η(l) + ηT(k)(I− Sρ)2η(l).
Note that similar to (A.1), n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)2g(k) = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)). By Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)2g(l) = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)).
The Markov’s inequality gives
P(|n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)2η(l)| > δ) ≤ n−1δ−2BllE[n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)4g(k)]
≤ n−1δ−2BllE[n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)2g(k)]
= O(n−1n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)).
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We have n−1ηT(k)S
2
ρη(k) = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)) by (A.2) and so n−1ηT(k)S2ρη(l) = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)) by Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality. Since n−1ηT(k)η(l)
p−→ Bkl, n−1ηT(k)(I− Sρ)2η(l)
p−→ Bkl so (A.3) follows.
Now we have
√
n(β− β) = (B−1 + op(1)) n−1/2ZT (I− Sρ)2(f+ ε) . (A.4)
Next observe that
n−1/2zT(k)(I− Sρ)2f = n−1/2gT(k)(I− Sρ)2f+ n−1/2ηT(k)(I− Sρ)2f.
By (A.1) and Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)f = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)) and, since fT (I− Sρ)4f ≤ fT (I− Sρ)2f, it
follows from the Markov’s inequality that
P(|n−1/2ηT(k)(I− Sρ)2f| > δ) ≤ δ−2BkkE[n−1fT (I− Sρ)2f] = O(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)).
Consequently, for the first term on the right-hand side of (A.4) we have shown that
‖n−1/2ZT (I− Sρ)2f‖Rp =

p−
k=1

n−1/2zT(k)(I− Sρ)2f
21/2
= Op(n−(a+2b−2)/2(a+2b)).
To analyze the second term on the right-hand side of (A.4), we observe that
n−1/2zT(k)(I− Sρ)2ε = n−1/2gT(k)(I− Sρ)2ε+ n−1/2ηT(k)(I− Sρ)2ε.
The first term is Op(n−(a+2b−1)/2(a+2b)) since
E
n−1/2gT(k)(I− Sρ)2ε2 = σ 2E[n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)4g(k)] ≤ σ 2E[n−1gT(k)(I− Sρ)2g(k)].
The second term is dominated by n−1/2ηT(k)ε = n−1/2
∑n
i=1 ηikεi. By (A.2),
E|n−1/2ηT(k)Sρε|2 = σ 2Bkkn−1E[tr(S2ρ)] = O(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)),
so n−1/2ηT(k)Sρε = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/2(a+2b)) and, since ηT(k)S2ρε ≤ ηT(k)Sρε, n−1/2ηT(k)S2ρε = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/2(a+2b)). Therefore, by
CLT,
√
n(β− β) = (B−1 + op(1))n−1/2 n−
i=1
ηiεi + op(1)

d−→ N(0, σ 2B−1).
To derive (23), recall that
‖γρ − γ ‖2KX = ∞−
r=1
λr⟨γρ − γ , φr⟩2.
Let T+ = (T + ρI)−1. Then, we have
γρ = T+(KYX − βTKzX )+ T+ KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX )+ (T+ − T+)(KYX − βTKzX )
+ (T+ − T+) KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ) .
Define
A1 =
∞−
r=1
λr

T+

KYX − βTKzX
− γ , φr 2
A2 =
∞−
r=1
λr

T+
KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ) , φr 2
A3 =
∞−
r=1
λr

(T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX , φr 2
A4 =
∞−
r=1
λr

(T+ − T+) KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ) , φr 2 .
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Note that ‖γρ − γ ‖2KX ≤ 4(A1 + A2 + A3 + A4). First, note that T+(KYX − βTKzX ) = ∑∞j=1 ⟨KYX−βTKzX ,φj⟩λj+ρ φj and so it follows
that
A1 =
∞−
r=1
λr⟨T+(KYX − βTKzX )− γ , φr⟩2
=
∞−
j=1
λj((λj + ρ)−1 − λ−1j )2⟨KYX − βTKzX , φj⟩2 = ρ2
∞−
j=1
λj
γ 2j
(λj + ρ)2
≤ ρ2
m−
j=1
λ−1j γ
2
j + C
∞−
j=m+1
λjγ
2
j
withm ∼ ρ−1/a so that λj + ρ < λm + ρ = m−a + ρ ∼ ρ for j ≥ m+ 1. For a− 2b+ 1 > 0,
A1 = O(ρ2ma−2b+1)+ O(m−a−2b+1) = O(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)).
If a− 2b+ 1 = 0, then A1 = O(ρ2 log n)+ O(m−a−2b+1) = O(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)). Now, we have
A2 =
∞−
r=1
λr

T+
KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ) , φr 2
=
∞−
j=1
λj
KYX −βTρKzX − KYX − βTKzX , φj2
(λj + ρ)2
≤
∞−
j=1
λj
(λj + ρ)2
KYX − βTKzX − KYX − βTKzX , φj2 + ∞−
j=1
λj
(λj + ρ)2 ⟨(β−
βρ)TKzX , φj⟩2.
Since ⟨KYX − βTKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ), φj⟩2 = Op(n−1λj),
∞−
j=1
λj
(λj + ρ)2 ⟨
KYX − βTKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ), φj⟩2 ≤ Op n−1 ∞−
j=1
λ2j
(λj + ρ)2

= Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b))
by observing that
∑∞
j=1
λ2j
(λj+ρ)2 = O(ρ−1/a). Also,
∞−
j=1
λj
(λj + ρ)2 ⟨(β−
βρ)TKzX , φj⟩2 ≤ ‖β−βρ‖2 ∞−
j=1
λj
(λj + ρ)2
p−
k=1
⟨KzkX , φj⟩2
≤ 2‖β−βρ‖2 ∞−
j=1
λj
(λj + ρ)2

p−
k=1
⟨KzkX − KzkX , φj⟩2 + p−
k=1
⟨KzkX , φj⟩2

≤ Op

n−2
∞−
j=1
λ2j
(λj + ρ)2 + n
−1
∞−
j=1
λj
(λj + ρ)2 j
−2(a+b)

= op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)).
Therefore, A2 = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)). We now have
A3 =
∞−
r=1
λr

(T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX , φr 2
= T (T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX , (T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX
= (T + ρI)(T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX , (T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX− ρ (T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX2 .
Note that T+ = (T + ρI)−1 = (∆ + T + ρI)−1 = (I + T+∆)−1T+ = T+(I + 1T+)−1, where ∆ = T − T . So,
(T + ρI)(T+ − T+) = (I +1T+)−1 − I = −(I +1T+)−11T+ andT+ − T+ = −T+(I +1T+)−11T+. Hence,
(T + ρI)(T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX , (T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX ≤ ‖T+‖∞ (I +1T+)−11T+ KYX − βTKzX2
≤ ‖T+‖∞‖(I +1T+)−1∆‖2∞
T+ KYX − βTKzX2
≤ ‖T+‖∞‖(I +1T+)−1‖2∞‖∆‖2∞
T+ KYX − βTKzX2
= Op(ρ−1n−1n−(2b−1)/(a+2b)) = Op((n−1/ρ2)n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b))
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because ‖T+‖∞ = O(ρ−1),
T+ KYX − βTKzX2 =∑∞j=1 λ2j(λj+ρ)2 γ 2j = O(n−(2b−1)/(a+2b)) and ‖(I +1T+)−1‖2∞ = Op(1). It
can be shown similar to Hall and Horowitz [11,12] that(T+ − T+) KYX − βTKzX2 ≤ ‖T+‖2∞‖(I +1T+)−1∆‖2∞ T+ KYX − βTKzX2
= Op((n−1/ρ2)n−(2b−1)/(a+2b)) = Op(n−(2b−1)/(a+2b)).
Thus, A3 = Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)). Also, it can be shown that(T+ − T+) KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX )2 = Op(n−(2b−1)/(a+2b))
and
T+ KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX )2 = Op(n−(2b−1)/(a+2b)). Similar to A3, we have
A4 =
∞−
r=1
λr

(T+ − T+) KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX ) , φr 2
≤ ‖T+‖∞‖(I +1T+)−1∆‖2∞
T+ KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX )2
− ρ
(T+ − T+) KYX −βTρKzX − (KYX − βTKzX )2
= Op(n−(a+2b−1)/(a+2b)). 
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